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Section A 

10  marks (10 questions of 1 mark each) 

1. In a slotted lever quick return mechanism, the distance between 

fixed centres is 200 mm and driving crank is 100 mm long. 

Determine the ratio of the time taken on the cutting and return 

strokes 

2. What is a kinematic inversion?  

3. Find the degree of freedom for the mechanism. 

 

4. State law of gearing. 

5. Differentiate machine and structure. 

6. Distinguish cycloid and involute profiles of gear tooth. 

7. State the Aronhold-Kneedy theorem. 

8. Sketch and brief Peaucellier exact straight line mechanism. 

9. What do you understand by coriolis acceleration? 

10. What do you understand by inference in involute gear profile? 

Section B 

20 marks (5 questions of 4 marks each) 

1.      In the following configuration of a rigid body under certain 

motion, VA =  4 m/s and θ = 300 . The direction of velocity at 

point B is known to be along the line BC which makes an angle 

φ = 450 with line AB. The magnitude of velocity at B is 

 

2. In the given configuration of a rigid body in motion, the velocities 

at points A and B are VA = 4 m/s and VB = 2 m/s with θ = 450 

and φ = 300, respectively. AC and BC are perpendicular to each 

other. What is the magnitude of velocity at point C? 

 

    

3. Sketch and explain any two inversion of double crank chain. 

4. The number of teeth on each of the equal spur gears in mesh are 

40. The teeth have 200 involute profile and the module is 8 mm. If 

the arc of contact is 1.75 times the circular pitch. Find the addendum 

5. A pinion having 30 teeth drives a gear having 80 teeth. The 

profile of the gears is involute with 200 pressure angle, 12 mm 

module and 10 mm addendum. Find the length of path of contact, 

arc of contact and the contact ratio. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Section C 

20 marks (2 questions of 10 marks each, Each question can two have parts) 

 

1. (a) An epicyclic gear train is shown in the figure below. The number of teeth on the gears A, B and D are 20, 30 and 20, respectively. Gear C 

has 80 teeth on the inner surface and 100 teeth on the outer surface. If the carrier arm is fixed and the sun gear A rotates at 300 rpm in the 

clockwise direction, then the rpm of D in the clockwise direction is 

 

 

         



 

     

 (b) Two 200 full-depth involute gears having 40 and 64 teeth are in mesh. The pinion rotates at 900 rpm. The module is 4 mm. Find the sliding 

velocities at the engagement and disengagement of a pair of teeth and contact ratio. If the interference is just avoided. Find: (a) The 

addendum on the wheel and pinion. (b) The path of contact (c) The maximum velocity of sliding at engagement and dis-engagement of a 

pair of teeth (d) Contact ratio. 

 

2. (a) In the configuration of the mechanism shown in the figure, points C, A and D are collinear. If the CA = 3 cm, CD =6 cm and ω2 = 3 rad/s 

CCW, find ω4 in rad/s. 

 

 

    (b) In a pin jointed four bar mechanism ABCD, the lengths of the various links are AB = 30 mm, BC = 90 mm, CD = 55 mm and AD = 85 

mm. The link AD is fixed and angle BAD is 1300. If the velocity of B is 2 m/s in clockwise direction, find (a) velocity of mid point of link 

BC and (b) Angular velocity of CB and CD.

 

 


